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Preface
A project of this magnitude requires special mention of the many people 

who contributed to this effort in one way or another.
first of all, i want to thank my supervisors, clara mulder and Lia 

Karsten. clara and Lia have always been very approachable and responsive 
to my research questions and dilemma’s. The curious and enthusiastic at-
titude of clara towards my project was essential for its ultimate success. Lia 
made me part of her inspiring way of doing qualitative research in human 
geography. 

Basic inspiration for this book came from the interviews with the com-
muter couples who made time for me in their busy schedules, and who gener-
ously provided me with a look into their personal lives. i am grateful for 
their participation in this project.

many others from inside and outside the Amsterdam institute for metro-
politan and development studies (Amidst) have contributed to my project 
and my personal development. Joos droogleever fortuijn taught me the ins 
and outs of interviewing. Len de Klerk has been a valued advisor on a 
number of occasions; especially during my period with Rooilijn. The partici-
pants in several reading- and discussion groups have provided valuable feed-
back on my papers.

for me, the years of working on my thesis were anything but lonely. This 
undoubtedly relates to the numerous friends i made through my work at the 
university. roommates, next-door neighbours, colleagues i ran into at the 
coffee corner (or on my way over there), and people i met through Rooilijn, all 
provided me with the much needed balance between research and personal 
interaction. of the many colleagues that made my time at the university into 
a memorable period i want to specifically mention rogier, Amanda, 
Albertine, els, edith, Joram, marlies, melika, stan, Perry, fenne, Aslan, 
tineke, Thea, and sabine.

The last months of finishing the manuscript and turning it into a pub-
lished book have been an especially intense period. i want to thank my 
friends and family for their support and patience during this period. This 
thesis actually became a real book thanks to Guillermo dazelle’s graphic de-
sign. tillie was an enormous support on Wednesdays. i thank my new col-
leagues at the scP for their interest and support. special thanks goes out to 
edith de meester and rogier van der Groep who are both such good friends 
that they agreed to be my paranimfs. finally, this work would not have been 
done without the inspiration and confidence provided by hugo Golsteijn, 
and the cheerful presence of floris.

marjolijn van der Klis
Amsterdam, March 2009




